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Key takeaways

  ■  Stocks and bonds both posted solid results in the first quarter despite heightened 
volatility caused by an unexpected shock to the banking industry.

  ■  Fundamental factors appear mixed but lower bond yields and the disinflationary impulse 
from last year’s monetary tightening should provide near-term support to risk assets. 
Recommend balancing risk-seeking positions with high quality tilts.

  ■  The Trusts posted strong absolute returns for the period. Performance relative to their 
strategic allocation benchmarks was mixed but negative overall.

Market review 

Financial markets were positive in the first quarter, but volatile as concerns over 
inflation and growth were unexpectedly joined by questions of financial stability, as the 
sudden failure of Silicon Valley Bank, Signature Bank, and the collapse of Credit Suisse 
shook the banking sector. Markets regrouped after the government intervened to protect 
depositors and shore up bank liquidity. The US Federal Reserve, seeking to avoid further 
“accidents” tied to higher rates, took a restrained step, and increased the Fed funds rate 
by just another 25 basis points (bp) at its March policy meeting. Since the challenges to 
the banking system are likely to be deflationary, some are questioning whether further Fed 
rate hikes are necessary. Labor market data remain vibrant with the US unemployment 
rate near all-time lows, and the economy has remained remarkably resilient, supported by 
strong consumer spending.

Interest rates fell sharply during the quarter, as investors repriced the outlook for 
growth and recession. The easing of rates helped bonds during the period and also gave 
growth a big advantage over value stocks. Large cap stocks generally outperformed small 
cap stocks, with mega-cap technology names leading the way. Developed did better 
the emerging markets (EM) in both stocks and bonds. Despite falling rates, real estate 
investment trusts (REITs) lagged, and commodities mostly declined, except for precious 
metals, which have benefitted from a weakening in the US dollar.

Current outlook and strategy

Just over a year into one of the most aggressive Fed tightening cycles ever, in which 
the target interest rate has been increased from near zero to approximately 5%, financial 
stability ― or the perceived lack thereof ― has come to the forefront of policymakers’ 
and investors’ dashboards. The Fed’s theoretically simple but practically perplexing 
dua lmandate of full employment and price stability has been made even more difficult 
by the sudden distress reverberating across certain segments the banking industry. 
While the Fed stepped in to provide banks with liquidity, further weaking in the financial 
system is plausible.

Strategy overview
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Given this risk and the expected tightening of lending 
standards ― particularly by smaller banks that have seen deposits 
dwindle ― market participants now believe the hiking cycle is 
nearly over and cuts are coming in the back half of this year. This 
marks an abrupt change from the beginning of March. Absent a 
collapse in commercial real estate or some other systemic shock, 
we think the Fed is unlikely to lower interest rates any time soon 
with inflation roughly three times its target. Instead, we expect the 
Fed to raise rates one or two more times and then enter a holding 
pattern around 5.5%, hoping that the relatively restrictive monetary 
conditions continue to gradually cool demand and ultimately 
prices, without spurring a financial meltdown.

We believe the key to taming inflation lies in the service sector. 
Prices here have been sticky because labor markets remain tight 
and wages strong, helping support consumer spending. We do, 
however, see softening in these related areas. US job openings 
have declined more than 10% since the start of the year and are 
fewer than 1.7 times the number of job seekers, which is down from 
more than two times late last year. The Atlanta Fed Wage Tracker 
shows median service sector wage growth declining steadily since 
August. Recent layoffs have been skewed towards white collar 
jobs, which tend to be higher paying. Combine that with lower net 
worth from falling financial asset prices and spending is likely to 
continue declining. What is more, none of this recent data reflects 
the fallout from the banking industry issues. Together, these forces 
should weigh on services inflation. Whether inflation slows faster 
than the expected slowing in nominal gross domestic product 
(GDP) is unclear. If it does, we might be able to avoid an outright 
recession this year.

With the economy potentially headed for a contraction, it will 
be difficult for companies to grow revenue. Profit margins are 
also under attack from tighter financial conditions. Yet earnings 
estimates priced into stocks still forecast healthy growth for the 
full year. This appears overoptimistic given the current macro 
backdrop. However, there has been a lot of right-sizing of 
resources in the technology sector, which has been a leader this 
year. Earnings are going to struggle to meet estimates, but 2Q23 
likely will be the trough and the market could look past the worst 
of it. Bond yields have declined significantly since the beginning 
of March, and we think inflation will fall below 4% faster than 
consensus estimates. As a result, equities could outperform in the 
near term.

Accordingly, we are tactically long US large cap stocks with a tilt 
toward growth, which we think should receive a scarcity premium 
in this low growth world and could disproportionately benefit in 
the event of a reversal rally. Our medium-term view of US stocks 
is less sanguine, so we are holding this position loosely. Our 
portfolios retain home-country biases with our largest underweight 
to international developed markets, primarily due to our 
unfavorable opinion of Europe. European stock markets dodged 
the winter weather bullet, but their unenviable situation appears 
little changed other than that they significantly outperformed 
over the last six months and the world seems to have gotten 
more comfortable with never-ending war in the eastern bloc, 
which makes us uncomfortable. Sticky inflation, declining money 
supply and back-to-back quarters of GDP contraction keep us 
from shifting our stances in the region. Japan looks better, but 
not great; after more than six years, it seems ready to abandon or 
significantly relax yield curve control. This would strengthen the 
yen but its impact on stocks is less obvious.

We prefer international EM stocks over international developed 
markets. Economic activity in China undoubtedly has picked 
up and may be one of the few global growth bright spots. 
Alibaba’s recent breakup suggests that the country’s hulking 
regulatory apparatus has evolved to limit local big-tech firms’ 
power while also preparing to release them back into growth 
mode. Nonetheless, we need more clarity around this and other 
simmering geopolitical matters to get confident with China. The 
other main driver of any broad EM investment is the direction of 
the US dollar. We believe it will trade sideways to slightly weaker 
versus a trade-weighted basket. But positive growth differentials 
in developing countries and less of an inflation problem may help 
their currencies gain ground versus the dollar.

Real bond yields remain positive and present a compelling 
alternative to stocks. We are most drawn to corporate bonds 
and select investment grade securitized issues, which offer 
considerable carry at reasonable risk and complement our long US 
equity positioning. We have been reducing our duration tactically 
as yields have moved lower this year with signs of disinflation 
taking hold. There are juicy income plays among borderline 
distressed areas such as low-quality commercial mortgage-backed 
securities, but we expect more defaults on the horizon. Overall 
yields appropriately compensate investors for the level of risk, but 
it’s not a good time to get greedy.

Positioning 

At the beginning of the period, Trusts were underweight equity 
and overweight fixed income relative to their strategic allocation 
benchmarks. On average across the Trusts, equity sub-asset 
class allocations were overweight US small cap equities and 
underweight US large cap and international developed equites. 
Within fixed income, Trusts were underweight US high yield and, 
overweight US TIPS, US long duration government bonds, as well 
as securitized credit in near-dated Trusts. 

In early January, portfolios managers (PMs) added to US mid 
cap and EMs equity by reducing core fixed income. Risk appetite 
was overly depressed, which gave a contrarian signal that equities 
could still rally. China’s re-opening and favorable relative valuations 
offered a good adding point for EM equities and allocating to US 
mid caps helped diversify away from US large cap technology. 
In early February, prior to a big run-up in yields before the 
emergence of banking sector stress, PMs reduced duration across 
Trusts. Inflation appeared hotter than expected at the time, yields 
were approaching a resistance level and a more neutral duration 
posture was the prudent positioning. Later in the month, core fixed 
income was reduced in favor of high yield. At the time, corporate 
balance sheets looked sturdy, recession didn’t appear imminent, 
and it looked like a good time to tactically add carry. During the 
second week of March, PMs reduced core fixed income and added 
to US large cap growth. US interest rates were hitting the well-
tested resistance point and PMs expected them to consolidate 
lower. At the same time, technology companies had been taking 
aggressive steps to cut costs and protect profits with slowing 
economic activity, which they believed would help growth stocks 
outperform bonds and other equity styles over the near-term.
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Performance

The Voya Target Solution Trusts’ primary performance objective 
is to outperform its strategic allocation composite benchmark 
over the long-term through tactical asset allocation, i.e., deviating 
from the composite benchmark over the short and medium-
term and active manager selection. The benchmark return is 
the weighted average return of indices that represent asset 
classes included in the strategic allocation benchmark. Index 
returns are gross of all fees. The Trusts are generally rebalanced 
monthly and the strategic asset allocations are updated annually 
to reflect changes to our capital market assumptions. In the 
first quarter of 2023, Trusts’ relative performance was mixed 
but they underperformed their strategic allocation benchmarks 
overall. Tactical asset allocation detracted, but manager selection 
was additive.

Tactical asset allocation had a negative impact on performance 
during the period. Trusts’ underweights to equities and 
overweights to fixed income detracted, as stocks posted strong 

results in the period. At a sub-asset class level, underweights to 
US large cap, international developed, and overweights to US 
small cap and EMs equities detracted. Overweights to US large 
cap growth equites and underweights to core and high yield fixed 
income the main contributors.

Underlying managers’ relative results were positive across the 
Trusts. Strategies that contributed most to excess returns in the 
quarter were Brandywine Global US Fixed Income, Voya Multi-
Manager EMs Equity, and Voya Large Cap Value. The biggest 
detractors in the quarter were MFS Growth Equity, Wellington 
International Opportunities, and Voya Multi-Factor Large-Cap Core.

Underlying managers results were mixed across the Trusts, with 
managers in mid- and far-dated Trusts adding, and managers in 
near-dated Trusts detracting.  Top performing strategies in the 
quarter were Voya Small Cap Core Equity, Voya Multi-Factor 
Large-Cap Core and Brandywine Global Bond. Bottom performers 
in the quarter were Wellington International Opportunities, MFS 
International Growth and Voya Mid Cap Growth.


